Core #1
go through the entire workout once,
Performing each exercise for one minute.

Jumping Rope
Hold a jump rope in hands. Begin swinging the rope forward around your body and when it
reaches the front of your body jump over it. If you do not have a jump rope handy, just perform
jump rope motions by jumping up and down while making circles with your arms.

Crisscross crunch
Stand with feet wider than the hips. Bring your arms up and place your hands on the back of
your head. Begin lifting one knee to the chest while simultaneously twisting and crunching
to meet the opposite side elbow to the knee. Repeat quickly on other side.

Inchworm
Stand tall with feet hip width apart and hands by the side. Bend forward at the waist until
your hands meet the floor. Begin crawling the hands forward until they are out in front
of you and you simply cannot go any further. Pause for a moment. Crawl the hands back
until you are standing tall. Repeat.

Bent over twists
Stand with feet wider than hip width. Raise your arms up and out to the side so that they are
parallel to the floor. Begin twisting down to bring your right hand to meet your left toe. Return
to start and repeat on other side.

Good Mornings
Stand with feet hip width apart and hold 1 dumbbell in both hands. Bring the dumbbell up
and over your head to reach the neck (holding it here, not resting on the neck). Keeping
the weight in your heels, Hinge at the hips to sit backwards while keeping your core
engaged and a straight spine. Push hips forward to return to standing.

Lunge and Twist
Stand with feet shoulder width apart and hold 1 dumbbell in both hands. Raise your arms in front
of you so that they are parallel to the floor. Step your right foot backward and bend at the knee
so that both knees form a 90 degree angle. Then, rotate your entire upper body to the left so your
arms are hovering over your left leg. Return upper body to center. Then push into your left leg to
stand up. Repeat on other side.

Mountain Climbers
Get down into plank position on your hands with hands placed directly in front of the shoulders.
Bring your right knee up as far as you can into your chest then quickly switching to the other side.

Swimmers
Lay flat on your stomach with your arms out in front of you. Lift your upper body and your legs
simultaneously about an inch off the ground. Begin lifting the left arm & right leg high then
quickly moving to the opposite side in a swimming motion.

Plank
Get into a plank position on the elbows or hands and hold.
Core engaged. Back straight. hands directly under the shoulders.

Superman
Lay on your stomach with arms out in front of you and legs straight. Engage the core and glutes
to lift your arms and legs off of the ground. Hold for 5 seconds. Return and repeat.

Plank Jacks
Get into plank position on the hands with hands placed directly beneath the shoulders. Jump your
feet out to your sides so that they end up wider than the hips. Jump back in and quickly repeat.

Crunches
Lay on your back with legs bent in front of you. Place hands behind your head to support your neck.
Flex at the core to lift your shoulder blades off of the ground. Return and repeat.

Heel Touches
Lay on your back with legs bent in front of you and hands are by your sides. Crunch to the side
bringing your right hand to meet your right heel. Return and repeat on other side.

Russian Twists
Sit on your butt with 1 dumbbell in both hands. Bend the knees and lift your legs off the ground into
reverse table top position, calves are parallel to the floor. Twist your upper body to the side and
bring the dumbbell to touch the ground. Return and repeat on other side.

Flutter Kicks
Lay on your back and bring your legs up to the sky. For better balance, place your hands under
you right below the tailbone. Lower one leg down while keeping the other high. Quickly
switch legs in flutter motion.

Reverse Crunches
Lay on your back with legs lifted and bent in front of you in reverse table top position and hands by
your side. Begin lifting the hips off the ground bringing your knees to meet your chest. Return and
repeat.

Quick Cool Down

Hold each move for at least 15 seconds
to cool down the body and prevent injury

Bridge
Lay on your back with legs bent in front of you. Push into your heels and lift your hips off of the
floor. If you need more support, place the hands on the lower back, holding it up.

Cat/Cow Stretch
Get onto your hands and knees with your hands placed directly below the shoulders. Tuck your
hips and bend the spine upward while tucking your chin into your chest for Cat position. Then
arch the back and look up while extending the chest forward for Cow position.

Downward Dog to Upward Dog or Baby Cobra
Start on your hands and knees and tuck the toes under. Push back bringing your hips to the sky.
Keep your shoulders away from your ears while pushing into your palms. Then bring the hips down
so you're in plank position. Slowly bend the arms while keeping them close to the ribs. From here either lay all the way to the ground, then pushing up with the arms and keeping the legs on the
floor for baby cobra OR before you touch the ground scoop the chest forward while hoovering
above the ground for upward dog.

Sitting Side Stretch
Sit cross legged on the floor. Place one arm out to the side and raise the other arm up overhead
and look into the armpit. Repeat on the other side.
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